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Abstract 

Organizational decision support systems (ODSL$ are a 
new type of decision support systems(DSSJ focusing on 
the organization-wide issues rather than individual, 
group, or departmental issues. Because of its 
organization-wide scope, a typical ODSS cuts across 
organizational functions or hierarchical lqers. Thus, 
searidess integration with organization's diverse IS 
applications running on heterogeneous platforms 
becomes a critical issue for building a successful ODSS. 
In this paper, we analyzed the Korea Telecom (xT)'s 
Operations and Maintenance ( O w  division focusing 
on its investment strategies. We developed a 
conceptual framework which links O&M investment 
decisions to performance of its operational branches 
across the nation. In this fiamework, performance of 
each local branch is evaluated on two dimensions: 
quality of service (QOS) and dtflculty of the local 
operating environment (CDI: context diflculty index). 
This approach will enable O&M management to 
explicate the major causes behind differences in service 
quality among local branches and to determine proper 
scale and area of O&M investment for competing 
branches. To support the above framework, we also 
developed a prototype for the KTOM-ODSS with an 
EIS-like user-friendly interface. When a complete 
ODSS is implemented on top of various KT transaction 
processing systems, it will become a critical component 
of the O&M Integvated Decision Support EHvironment 
(IDSE). 

1. Introduction 

With the opening trends of the international 
telecommunications wrvice market, sigtllficant changes 

are taking place in the Korean teleco"unications 
industry. Responding to the ever increasing Customer 
demand for higher qualily, Korean telmmmdcations 
companies are stepping up their quality-based 
competition. Korea Telecom(KT), which had 
monopolized the domestic telecommunications service 
market until recently, needs to shake up its old operating 
mode drastically to improve its customer service and 
sustain its competitive advantage. Thanks to Korea's 
telmmmunication modernization drive started in the 
early 1980s, hardware part of the KT's 
telmm~~unications infrastructure (electronic switching 
devices, fiber-optic communication lines, etc.) has 
improved significantly over the years. It is now the 
software part (operations and maintenance) of KT that 
needs to be the focus of the KTs new drive for 
improving its customer service quality. 

In this study, we introduce a prototype 
Organizational Decision Support System(0DSS) to 
support the investment performance management 
process within KTs Operations & Maintenance (OdtMJ 
division. This ODSS is built upon the integration of 
KT's numerous transaction processing systems across 
the country and will be used by not only the O&M 
headquarters office but also the ten district business 
offices. Instead of just supporting the current decision 
process, we proposed to "reengineer" the process first to 
better meet KT's internal and external customer needs. 
With KT management's agreement, we then developed 
the ODSS prototype to support the reenginaxed O&M 
process. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 
2, we will introduce KT, KT O&M division, and KT 
O&M division's- motivation to develop an ODSS. 
Section 3 provides overview of the ODSS literature 
relevant to our study. Section 4 describes the KT 

* This paper was supported by KTForea Telecom) in 1994. 
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O&M division’s investment performance management 
process and how we reengineered it. Section 5 
illustrates the architecture of the O&M ODSS and 
explains how we implemented its protom. In section 
6, we draw the conclusion of the paper and suggest 
future research directions related to extending the 
current ODSS. 

2. Background 

Korea Telecom (KT) is Korea’s largest 
telecommunications service company, which is a semi- 
private company whose stocks are owned partly by the 
government and partly by the public. KT provides a 
broad set of telecommunication services, including 
phone and data communication, with its nation-wide 
communication network. In 1994, it had more than six 
billion dollars in revenue. It has about 60,000 
employees and has ten district business offices, which in 
turn are in charge of 360 local phone offices. 

Operations & Maintenance (O&M) division is one of 
KT’s 12 business divisions. It is the most labor- 
intensive division, employing 30000 of the KT’s 60000 
employees. These are the people who work closest to 
KT customers. The major O&M tasks are installation 
of new phone lines, change of customer phone services, 
troubleshooting and restoration of failed phone services, 
and day to day operation and maintenance of various 
hardware and software communication facilities. 

To maintain high customer service quality, the 
O&M division must make continued investments, 
spending 15% of the KT’s total annual budget. Here, 
the term “investment” mcans the budget for the various 
O&M activities which is spent to raise the 
communication service quality. To make these 
investment decisions effectively, performance of each 
district business office and local phone offices needs to 
be evaluated. In the past, these performance related 
data had to be collected and processed manually from 
the local phone offices and submitted to the 
headquarters through the district business offices. At 
the headquarters, the data were scattered over Merent 
division offices. The whole process was very time- 
consuming and the data collected were often incomplete, 
incorrect, and hard to integrate. As a result, O&M 
management felt the need to establish a systematic 
investment performance management process, utilizing 
an integrated decision support system capabilities based 
on O&M database, network, and various transactions 
processing systems. 

We first looked into the traditional decision support 

system @SS) and the more recent group decision 
support systems (GDSS) research and practices. Both 
were found not very well-suited to our purpose. DSS 
implementations to date were mostly for the individual 
decision makers and GDSS’s have also been used 
typically to support a group of people, gathered in a 
specially equipped decision room or on a local area 
network, solving a common problem during a 
designated group meeting. Thus the organization wide 
scope and integration requirements of the O&M 
decision support environment led us to the development 
of an organizational decision support system (ODSS) for 
the O&M division’s investment performance 
management process. For the development of the 
system, we adopted the development procedure of the 
Issue-Based DSS[3] and Business Reengineering[l4] 
perspective for the more effective implementation. Next 
section will provide a brief overview of what an ODSS 
is. 

3. Organizational Decision Support System 
(ODSS) Overview 

3.1 Definition of ODSS 

Philippaks[ 171 introduced the term, Organization- 
wide Decision Support System, as an integrated decision 
support tool at the organizational level, differentiating it 
from the more traditional decision support system (DSS)  
to support individuals within a certain organizational 
unit. Watson[21] defined ODSS to be a system for 
supporting the cross-functional decision process to 
achieve organizational goals, utilizing computer and 
communication technologies. Swanson[ 191 interpreted 
ODSS to be a system to support the distributed decision 
making across the organization and used the term, 
DDSS@istributed Decision Support System). 
Considering all these definitions, we can say that 
organizational decision support systems(0DSS) are a 
new class of decision support systems focusing on the 
organization-wide issues rather than individual, group, 
or departmental issues. 

According to George[7] and Aggarwal and 
Mirani[l], ODSS deals with a decision process which 
involves multiple organizational units and influences the 
entire organization, necessitating the use of an 
integrated communication network. Table 1 compares 
DSS, GDSS, and ODDS in terms of their goal, target 
decision maker, decision scope, and major technology 
components. 
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DSS 

individual decision 
making 

Decision Maker Individual 
Decision ScoDe Personal 

System Goal Improving 
GDSS ODSS 
Enhancing group Facilitating 
decision making organizational decision 
perfOrmance process 
Group Individual & group 
Team/cle"ent Oraanization-wide 

Major Technol~~y 
Component I Userinterface I Localnetwork I comm'nnetwork 

Model base j Coordinationtool i lntegratioontaol 
Database Decision room Enterprise-wide 

3.2 ODSS Architecture 

€orm of an extended GDSS. His 
architecture consists of decision 
database, expertise database, 
corporate database, public database, 
and knowledge base, all integrated 
through a Meeting Support System 
operating on a corporate-wide 
nctwork. 

Miller and Nilakanta[lS]'s ODSS 
architecture differentiate the three 

There have been many kinds of ODSS architecture. 
Each architecture has its own characteristics and 
elements. Philippakis and Green [17] categorized the 
components of the ODSS into organization-level DSS 
functions and DSS resources. Here DSS functions 
include CPS(C0rporate Planning System)to support 
strategic planning process, EIS(Executive Information 
System)to support top management, n>SS(Functional 
DSS) to support function-level decision making, and 
LDSS(L0cal DSS) to support the FDDSs. DSS 
resources were human resource, soharehardware, 

. 

Performance 
Evaluation 

As Illiaifar and Nilakanta[lS] suggested, there is an 
important relationship between ODSS and business 
processes redesigning. According to the concept, IPM 
process was malyzed and diagnosed. One of the major 
decision making within the O&M division's LPM 
process has been how to allocate its annual facility 
budget among the nation-wide district business offices 
and local phone offices most fairly and effectively. 
Here "fMy" means the use of open and objective 
criteria in the budget allocation process upon which all 
lower level offices can agree. "Effectively" suggests 
how to " i z e  performance gains out of its 

Figure 1. Current 06ZM Budget Investment Allocation DSS components (knowledge ' 
subsystem, database subsystem, model subsystem) into 
internaUexternal and private/public dimensions. 
Miller[l3] later proposed an ODSS architecture where 
model subsystem, knowledge subsystem, and database 
subsystem exist in the framework of the organizational 
information environment, interconnected through the 
various communication interfaces. Because of the 
diversities of ODSS architecture, we should consider the 
application domain as well as the characteristics of each 
ODSS architecture when we build an ODSS. 

The current budget allocation process is perceived to 
be neither fair nor effective. As seen in figure 1, the 
most critical problem was the lack of link between the 
investment decision(budget allocation) and the 
performance evaluation. Budget allocation was done 
mostly based on the hardware facility status[l0], while 
performance evaluation centered on quality of service 
(QOS) index. Since fair evaluation of hardware facility 
status was very difficult due to the lack of any agreed- 
upon m e e m e n t  standards, budget Aoiation 4. Investment Performance Management decisions were frequently subject to .& 

(IPM) at KT O&M Division external influences and comulaints. On the 
performance evaluation side, data collected for QOS 

4.1 Reengineered IPM Process 
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index was often incomplete or incorrect for the intensive research since 1988 to establish its QOS 
following reasons. First, people at the local phone framework, which consists of network performancc 
offices found it too time consuming to enter QOS data quality and operations quality as in Figure 3. [2,7,11,12] 
which will not be reflected in the budget allocation Network performance quality " r e s  the level of 
Process at the hadquarter. k m d ,  they were reluctant successful transmission of data (voice and non-voice) 
to have their perfown= judged solely on QOS data and connection throughout the network. Currently, 
without a y  mechanism to account for the difficulty Of non-voice services on the phone network include data 
their operating environments. transmission through modem, videotex, and €ax 

transmission. Quality of voice service breaks down 
into trammission quality which is affected 
by transmission loss and line noise and 
connection q u t y  which occus when one 
subscnir tries to be co~ected  with the 
other subscriber. 

Operatiop quality is measured through 
many seMce items whose data are gathered 
fiom the operation of the phone network. 
These items are: rate of billing errors, 
average Mure rate, average rate of normal 
repairin& average rate of n o d  Figure 2. Proposed O&M IPM Process Model 

When the target process is unstable like this, 
developing an ODSS without iint stabilizing the process 
may not help much. So, we proposed a new, 
"reenginecred" IPM process model as in Figure 2. The 
model consists of O&M budget, O&M operations, 
CDI(Context Difficuty Index) and QOS(Quahty of 
Service) of the local office. The model consists of O&M 
budget, O&M operations, CDI(C0ntext Dficulty Index) 
and QOS(Quality of Service) of the local office. 

Each of these constructs will be explained in more 
detail in the following sections. The major changes from 
Figure 1 are: first, context difficulty of each local office's 
operating environment is formally evaluated as CDI, 
second, both CDI and QOS are incorporated into the 
performance evaluation, third, performance evaluation 
results become the basis for the budget allocation 
decisions. The proposed redesign ideas were c " e d  
by the KT managers in charge of the target processes for 
feasibility purposes. This reengineered IPM process 
model will be the conceptual framework upon which 
O&M ODSS will be built. 

4.2 Quality of Service: QOS 

According to the Intemational Telecommunication 
Union whitebook [6], QOS is defined as "the overall 
influence of the service performance which determines 
the sewice user's satisfaction". For a phone service 
company, QOS is an important index which indicates 
the extent ta which its current phone network matches 
an ideal network performance. KT has initiated 

installation, and normal 114 response rate. Here 
normal service means a seMce which was provided 
within the prespecified time limit. 

4.3 Context Difficulty Index: CDI 

QOS is an important means of evaluating 
performance of the O&M operations at local and district 
offices. Over the years, however, while QOS was 
treated as the major criteria in evaluating O&M 
performance, analysis of what factors c a d  or 
contributed to such QOS values was virtually ignored. 
This in turn led to wide-spread concem and complaints 
among the local offices over the fairness of their 
performance evaluation results. To address this 
problem and evaluate the O&M performance on a more 
reasonable basis, we introduced the concept of Context 
DiI3icult-y Index (CDI) which will be used to evaluatc 
each local or district office's O&M operating 
environment. 

CDI, which represents the difficulty of the O&M 
operating environment consists of four components, as 
in Figure 4. Level of backbone installation has two 
items: backbone deficiency rate and level of no- 
backbone area where backbone (mostly made of copper 
cable or fiber optics) refers to portion of the telephone 
line which starts from the local phone office and ends 
where it branches into the general subscriber's phone 
lines. Backbone deficiency rate indicates the relative rate 
of backbone deficiency compared to its demand at the 
area. Level of no-backbone area refers to the rate of no- 
backbone area among the entire area seMM by a local 
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Network Performance 
Quality 1 1 Operations Qiiality I 
II Rate of billing error 

Non-voice Senrice [--TI Average failure rate 
Average rate of normal repairing 
Average rate of normal installation 

L N o r m a l  114 reaponse rate 

Tmlsmission 
Bit error rate 
Non-error rate 
Exceeding rate 
of excessive error 

Delay of sent signal 
Delay after dialing 
Connection rate 

Transmission loss 
Line noise 
Phase error level 
Noise versus sienal 

L L O S S  pf PAD - 
Figure 3. KT QOS framework 

I 

, 

( Context Difficulty Index] 

\c' Level of backbone installation 

Level of undergrounding cabling 

Man power supply status 

Facility status 

Figure 4. Context Ditsculty Index Components 

phone office. Level of underground cabling specifies 
the ratio of the underground cabling among the entire 
cabling. Manpower supply status reveals the 
ovdunder stafiing of the O&M personnel at a given 
local office. Facility status represents the obsoleteness 
of various facilities (switches, lines, etc.) operated by the 
local office. CDI will be higher if a phone office has 
less backbone, less underground cabling, understaffbg, 
and more obsolete facilities. More detailed explanation 
on CDI items and their measurement can be fend in 
@I. 

4.4. O&M Budget Allocation 

O&M budgets are broken into regular and facility 
budgets. Regular budget is a budget for maintaining 
facilities and is used for electric facility management, 
communication network management, line facility 
maintenance, etc. Facility budget is a budget for 

installing and replacing new and old facilities and is 
allocated according to KT's long-term facility planning. 
These budgets are first allocated among the district 
business offices, where regular budget is allocated 
among the local phone offices while facility budget is 
sent to and managed by the construction department. At 
each local office, the regular budget is divided into 
allocations for machine, lines, transmission, and 
electricity. 

The relationship among QOS, CDI, and O&M 
budget is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5, CDI and 
QOS are evaluated once at each local phone office and 
secondly at each district business office, comprising the 
two-dimensional performance evaluation of O&M 
operations. Based on these evaluation results, O&M 
management at the headquarters will be able to make 
O&M investment decisions in a fair and effective way. 

Pefiormance evaluation of O&M operations can be 
done, utilizing the Paretto m e  between QOS and CDI 
as in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that QOS and CDX 
move in opposite directions from each other. That is, 
in general, when CDI is high (difticult operating 
environment), QOS is likely to be low, and vice versa. 
Most offices will be found around the Paretto curve. But, 
there can be exceptions. For instans, if a phone office 
is located in the "A" quadrant of Figure 6, it means they 
are delivering the high quality service to their 
customers despite the diilicult operating environments, 
implying exceptional management capability. On the 
other hand, a phone office found inside the "C" quadrant 
away from the Paretto curve signals a potential 
management problem since its service quality is low 
while it operates in a favorable environment. 
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Figure 5. Relationships between CDI, QOS, and O&M 
Budget Allocation 

High 

QOS 

I D W  

igure 6. Relationship between QOS and CC 

Based on this two-dimensional O&M performance 
evaluation, fair and effective O&M budget allocation 
now seems possible. First, for offices located in "A" 
area, allocate extra budgets on the first priority so that 
their operating conditions can improve, thus they can 
move to area "B." This may create double effect of 
rewarding "A" offices as well as stimulating "D" offices 
to improve their QOS so that they can also operate 
under better conditions. Second, offices in the "D" 
quadrant will receive extra budgets on the second 
priority so that they can move toward "B" quadrant over 
time. Third, offices in the "B" quadrant may continue 
to receive the current level of budgets. Finally, offices 
in the "C" quadrant first need to receive a special 
diagnosis of its management process to idenm the 
cause of low seMce quality despite the favorable 
operating environment. 

5. KTOM-ODSS: Organ- 
izational Framework 

5.1 KTOM-ODSS: Integrated 
Network Perspective 

To implement the 
reengineered O&M IPM process 
in the most systematic and 
effective way, we decided to 
develop an ODSS, named 
KTOM-ODSS. In Figure 7, 
KTOM-ODSS is shown to 
interact with many KT business 
processes and their supporting 
systems horizontally while 
vertically integrating with the 
lower level O&M transacti on 
processing systems such as 

OMAS(0perations and Maintekce Administration 
System) and NPMS (Network Performance 
Management System). On the horizontal side, 
interaction takes place in the form of data exchange over 
the network. For instance, human resouTce 
management and facility management processes provide 
CDI data to KTOM-ODSS, while KTOM-ODSS provide 
crucial evaluation data to task management and 
investment data to accounting management. 

On the vertical integration side, all the O&M 
management data at district business offices and local 
phone offices are entered into the O&M business 
database through the OMAS server located at each of 
the ten district business offices. OMAS server 
performs data file reception from local phone offices, 
database management at the district level, creation- 
analysis-evaluation of QOS data for each local office. 
NPMS is a system to measure the connection and 
transmission quality of a phone network. NPMS 
provides QOS's network performance quality data for 
input into the O&M database. 

5.2 KTOM-ODSS Architectural Perspective 

Before preparing KTOM-ODSS architecture, we 
investigated the characteristics of O&M process. The 
main characteristics of KT O&M process are process- 
hierarchy(headquarter, district business office, telephone 
office) and horizontal interrelationships with other 
internal processes(task management, employee 
management, accounting management, etc.). 
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&ces through the network. One 
of the core components of the 
KTOM-ODSS is the investment 
performance evaluation model 
(QOS/CDI), and OMAS and NPMS 
correspond to the sohard 
hardware DSS resources. Lastly, 
all the O&M personnel involved in 
the data entry, hardwardsofhvare 
operation and maintenance, 
database and network 
administration, and final use of the 
ODSS models will comprise the 
human resource category of DSS 

6. KTOM-ODSS: Prototype 
Implementation 

resource. 

J Prototype of KTOM-ODSS was 
developed on a 486 PC under the Windows 3.1 
environment, using the FOCUS[4] and FOCUS/EIS[S] 

considering these @., we and tools. Execution of the prototype requires the 

Green[ 171. F~~ their or facilitate the integration with the KT O&M division's 
strategy development at the highest DSS function level, main pr-infZ (OMAS) which was 
KTOM-ODSS has O&M strategy Development in the in KToM-ODss main system has 

second DSS function level, Philippakis and Green investment supPO* ~rformance evduatioq and data 
suggest an Executive Information System (EIS) to management~i~e9)*  
analyze and evaluate the 
target business process. In 
KTOM-ODSS, we have 
O&M investment 
performance evaluation and 
management functions. 
At the third level, they 
utilize the functional and 
local DSSs to support the 
withindepartment business 
tasks. KTOM-ODSS has a 
data management system for 
this level to manage data 
transfer, data transformation, 
and data retrieval through 
the organization-wide 
integrated network. 

I 
Figure 7. KTOM-ODSS : Integrated Network 

Perspective 

developed KTOM-ODSS a r c h i t w e  in Figure 8 mini" m a o q  of MB* Focus language was 
following the ODSS architecture of Philippalas and because of its n o n - P r d d  "e and to 

of investment perf0-a management. At the four the top level: target s ledon,  

Figure 8. KTOM-ODSS : A r c h i m  Perspective 

Target selection module supports the selection of 8 

support module hi.orid and 

Organizational DSS resources involve database, 
modeVtoo1, softwarehardware, and human resource 
[17]. In KTOM-ODSS, we have O&M database which 
collects and stores O&M data from district and local 

or local by name or list 
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M& 
System 

TPS 
Coonection 

[ KTOMODSS 1 
[*] [+I [*I [y] Management 

'igure 9. System Configuration 

current information on the regular and facility budget of 
cach local and district office. It will be extended to 
include the per€ormance forecasting function that 
enables users to forecast performance(Q0S and CDI) for 
a given investment(regular and facility budget) amount 
and total portfolio. Performance evaluation module 
calculates QOS and CDI data of every office and display 
their statistical distribution in both text and graphic 
forms along with a budget allocation strategy. Figure 10 
shows performance of O&M works at the 
'Gwanghmmoon office in Seoul Business Area'. 
Gwanghwamoon office got 93.02% QOS point and 4 
CDI level. The score distribution reveals that the office 
obtained high QOS point under poor O&M 
cnvironment. And, if the 'Action' menu is selected, 
another screenpigwe 11) will display QOS and CDI 
distribution with Gwanghwamwn office's status and 
suggest specific investment action. Data management 
module interacts with the various transactions 
processing systems to retrieve, convert, and transmit the 
O&M investment and performance related data from the 
other business departments and local and district offices. 

7. Conclusion and Future Directions 

Research and practical implementations of ODSS 
concepts are not as mature or active as those of DSS or 
GDSS. But, with more and more organizations 
integrating their departmentalized information systems 
into an organization-wide one based on the sophisticated 
communication network, the importance of ODSS will 
continue to grow. This paper reports on the 
implementation of an ODSS prototype for the Korea 
Tclecom company. As a stand-alone prototype system 
itself, it is fairly small and simple. But when it is fully 

integrated with its 
surrounding 
transaction processing 
systems in the future, 
it will become a very 
powerful model case 
of an ODSS which 
will affect the entire 

phone nation's 
network operations 
and maintenance. 

The very nature of 
a phone service 
company providing 
seMce to any 

customer co~ecteed to its phone network seems to fit 
nicely with the ODSS philosophy of providing decision 
support to the decision makers at headquarter and each 
district business office connected to the integrated 
corporate network. Applying the "reenginering" 
principle to our target decision process was very crucial. 
Without it, we may have created an ODSS which will 
support the "unfair" and "in&ective" decision process to 
run more "efficiently." 

After reengineering the decision process, we selected 
an ODSS architecture suggested by Philippakis[l7] 
considering both the characteristics of KT O&M process 
and the architecture suggested. But the architecture 
needed some modifications for real implementation. 
First, the strategy-planning component was not 
systematized because the strategy planning is a 
management policy issue which was beyond the O&M 
scope. Second, we considered not only a centralized 
database but also a distributed database(O&M database, 
each management related database) that will be 
interfaced through the network. Finally, although 
Philippakis separated DSS levels into FDSS and LDSS, 
DSS levels in KTOM-ODSS were integrated and 
database management functionality was emphasized. 
These modifications were made to reflect KT O&M 
process more adequately. 

For the future extension of our KTOM-ODSS, three 
directions seem promising. First, develop diverse 
decision models (e.g., performance forecasting) and 
knowledge-based components to make the system 
behave more "intelligently". Second, refine the 
definition and operationalization of QOS and CDI by 
empirically validating them on a larger scale than in our 
study. Third, establish the actual network connection 
between the KTOM-ODSS and its surrounding 
transaction processing systems and other KT databases. 
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Figure 10. Performance Evaluation 

Figure 11. Status and Action about QOS and CDI 
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